Estimation of ultrasonic attenuation and mean backscatterer size via digital signal processing.
The backscattered rf signals from the lungs of fetal sheep during their last trimester of development were digitized and processed in an attempt to correlate ultrasonic parameters with measured functional parameters related to lung maturation. The broadband, post- TGC , rf signal of a commercial B-mode ultrasonic scanner was digitized at a sampling rate of 25 MHz. Sorting excluded data from regions of rib shadowing and other nonlung structures from analysis. The sorted data were used to estimate the slope of the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient with respect to frequency via linear regression on the average difference of the logarithm of power spectra from separated data segments. The power spectra were also corrected for attenuation, averaged and used to compute the power cepstrum of the backscattered signal which can be related to mean backscatterer radius. Results are presented for eight fetal sheep.